The Kubo formula for the shear viscosity of a Debye-Hückel plasma is evaluated by an extension of ERNST'S method. In the main the result can be shown to be equivalent to the result derived by BRAUN from the LENARD-BALESCU equation with the CHAPMAN-ENSKOG method. Moreover a correction of BRAUN'S result can be given as caused by the particle interaction.
Introduction
In classical statistics transport coefficients for special systems may be obtained from the Liouville equation in two different ways. On the one hand, kinetic equations for special systems which are solved in the hydrodynamic approximation for small deviations from equilibrium, are derived by corresponding approximations. With the solutions of these linearized equations the transport coefficients are calculated. On the other hand, general expressions for transport coefficients, so-called Kubo formulae, are derived from the Liouville equation by linearization (vid. e. g. 1 ). The transport coefficients are represented by equilibrium averages of microscopic time correlation functions. The Kubo formulae have to be evaluated for special systems.
For a plasma in Debye-Hückel approximation, the LENARD-BALESCU equation 2 is valid as a kinetic equation for the one-particle distribution function nlt t. This equation can be derived by perturbation expansion and partial summation assuming the mean effective strength of the internal interaction to be much smaller than the mean thermal energy and assuming further the effective range of the interaction to be the Debye length 3 . In 3 it took the form i -Q-nlit = li nht+ j d2 ll2 nht n2, < ^ with the abbreviations = -ityjm) 3/3li, I12 = i q^T 1 = pj, s' = tj ps, the Dirac <5-function and the Fourier transform uk of the Coulomb potential u12 . Thereby
describes a non-stationary screening of the potential. In part 2 the Kubo formula for the viscosity is transformed by introducing reduced time correlation functions. Calculating it leads to the same manybody problem which was solved approximately with the derivation of the corresponding kinetic equation. Therefore in part 3 the corresponding linearized kinetic equation for the reduced time correlation function can be used, and it can be transformed into an integral equation.
Representation of the Transport Coefficient
The Kubo formula for the shear viscosity rj in the homogeneous and isotropic case can be written in the form 1 : 
The microscopic moment tensor is defined by
(I unit tensor). The brackets (...) symbolize the equilibrium average with the canonical ensemble:
Hamilton function, hi unperturbed one-particle energy, u12 interaction). The other transport coefficients -bulk viscosity, thermal conductivity etc. -differ from (3) only in the factor preceding the average in (3) and in the one-and two-particle quantities in J and M. Therefore they can be treated in an analogous way.
Formula (3) can be transformed by introducing reduced time correlation functions
resp. difference functions = -V^.s.o*
Then ( The first term in (9) is called kinetic part and the second one interaction part relative to their origin.
The reduced correlation functions contain the evolution operator exp [ -i x li...^] which, if applied to the initial distribution function, gives the formal solution of the Liouville equation. Therefore the reduced correlation functions satisfy the BBGKY hierarchy. In order to calculate them one has to solve the many-body problem. This can be done approximately as in 3 by means of perturbation expansion and partial summation. For this purpose a dimensional analysis of (9) is performed as in 3 . It leads to a double expansion of r\ in the two system parameters: dilution parameter TV r0 3 mean particle density, r0 effective range of the interaction) and coupling parameter u0/k T (u0 mean effective strength of the interaction) :
In a plasma we have the Coulomb interaction with infinite range. Therefore even for dilute plasmas the parameter SVr0 3 with the effective range r0 will be large. The coupling parameter is small in many cases. If one chooses
kT (11)
as a condition for the partial summation, one has taken as mean range the Debye length r0« VkT/TJ e 2 because of u0 = c 2 /r0 and INr0 s -u0fkT^l. Indeed the Debye length appears in the plasma by collective effects. Because of (11) one has to take into account all terms of (10) . 3
The and rj^ are dimensionless and of order one. According to this approximation the reduced correlation functions have to be calculated.
Approximate Calculation of the Reduced Correlation Functions
As the reduced correlation functions satisfy the BBGKY hierarchy and as the same partial summation under the conditions (11) has already been performed in the case of kinetic equations 3 , following ERNST 1 one can use the corresponding kinetic equation -here the LENARD-BALESCU equation -
which is linearized near equilibrium relative to small deviations from
The second term on the right-hand side of (13) is the Vlasov term. Because of the coordinate independence of ^V ; i,r = 'V ; i,T + 'V ; i,o an d the f°r m of Vi.o (19) it is equal to zero as can be shown by partial integration relative to X2 • In (13) the linear integral operator
is introduced. The collision operator afx2 is in the case of the LENARD-BALESCU equation
where e[°ti =€i,f[n^0 ) ] means depending only on the Maxwell distribution (14). In this form the linearized LENARD-BALESCU equation was also used by BRAUN 4 , but for the one-particle distribution n^ t.
Because is a known function [vid. (7) ]. In (9) only \p\j00 is needed; therefore in (13) the limit r -> oo has to be taken. Then lim Zfyft =0 r->oo or (20)
has to be valid in order to get an constant expression for oo and (9). This is true if the kinetic 
ri/(pi/ + p2/) n a -!^(pi/ + p2/)l r1,yn ( 1°>ni°> = 0.
so that only the scalar function B( | pj |) from (23) with (24) is necessary for the calculation of Arplt ^ . Now the comparison of the first BBGKY equation 
with (13) 
can be obtained from (12). It is in agreement with the results of 5 . For a typical plasma the plasma parameter is uJkT = T^D^IO -6 and the interaction part may be neglected. So the Kubo formalism leads to the same results as derived from the kinetic equation. Moreover formula (28) makes it possible to exactly calculate the interaction part of the viscosity.
